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Four groups of second graJcrs explored the subtraction of hori1.ontally presented 4digit subtraction proh!cms using base-ten hlocks. The blocks afforded children's in
ventions of several variants of scparatc-mulli!Jnit mcthuds. involving trading or putting
·One multiunit in the next-right adJaccnl position to make ten of that multiunit. When
dominant·group members had good mathematical knowledge and wcrt. good rather
than bossy leaders, the groups made heller mathematical progress. Language describ
ing subtraction is rnmplcx because different phrases reverse the direction of subtrac
tion. Trading is also complex hecause some t::hildrcn focus only on one part of the
trade. Descriptions of block and numeric operations were often too general to follow,
hut children cou!<l explain more clearly when asked. Important functions of a teacher
arc to increase such specific rull descriptions using quantitative language, to facilitate
linking of numerical and block (or other referent) operations. to help overcome im
passes. and to create a simpler problem or use another method to focus children on
available mathematical meanings.
This research was undertaken to increase our understanding of how indi
vidual conceptual and social cor.npetences affect individual learning within so
cial learning settings. This was addressed by studying children's invention of
multidigit subtraction methods within a small-group setting. Brief case studies
of four groups of second graders overview interactions of individual personali
ties and varying mathematical understandings of group members that created
different patterns of group interaction and different group an<l individual learn
ing paths.

Perspectives and Theoretical Framework
The authors of thi .... paper take a constructivist view of learning U!-i indi
vidual meaning making by each participant and a Vygotskiian view of teaching
as ussisting the performance of learners by adapting to the perspective of the
learner while helping the karner move toward more culturally adapted concep
tions. This study was designed lo allow lc:.iching to urise mainly from the group
interactions of the children, though the a<lult group supervisors dic.l some scaf
folding. The analysis of Fuson ( 1990), i--:uson and Kwon ( 1992). and of Fuson.
Smith, and Lo Cicero (in prc!-.s) concerning conceptual structures children use
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